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p
n

ut = Lu + f (t, x) ∈ C (Ω, R ),
u |t=0 = ϕ(x) ∈ C q (Ω, Rn ),



Lu |∂Ω×[0,T ] = ψ(y) .

(1)

Introduction
Here ∂Ω is the boundary of the compact set
m
Ω, y ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ], L =
We turn the rigorous but theoretical approach ΩP⊂ R , x ∈
∂α
.
A
(x,
u)
α
to computing with continuous data [8] into
∂xα For a boundary-value prob|α|≤s
practice, complementing classical numerical
lem (the Cauchy problem being stated withand analytic methods for solving broad classes
out the last condition in the parentheses of
of initial-value and boundary-value problems
(1)), L is a linear operator.
(IVP and BVP) for partial differential equaSuppose the given IVP and BVP be well
tions (PDEs). The Exact Real Computation
posed in that the classical solution ~u : [0; 1] ×
paradigm1 allows to conveniently implement
Ω → R (i) exists, (ii) is unique, and (iii) deimperative algorithms involving real numbers,
pends continuously on ϕ. More precisely we
converging sequences, and smooth functions
assume that u(t, x) ∈ C 2 and its C 2 -norm is
without the hassles of Turing machines. This
bounded linearly by C 2 -norms of the data as
approach differs from traditional Reliable Nu||u||C 2 ≤ cu ||ϕ||C 2 (in functional spaces guarmerics in considering real numbers as exact
anteeing all the required properties). Moreentities (as opposed to intervals [5]) while
over suppose that the given IVP and BVP adguaranteeing output approximations up to ermit a (iv) stable (with stability coefficient cst )
ror 1/2n (as opposed to intermediate precision
and (v) approximating with at least the first
propagation), where n is the output error paorder of accuracy (and approximation coeffirameter. We develop a turnkey solver, includcient capp ) explicit difference scheme [2].
ing careful calculations of internal parameters
Then taking any (binary-rational) uniform
(such as spatial grid and time step size) and
space grid step h such that
in agreement with complexity predictions [4],

in dependence on n. This is the starting point
h ≤ 1/ cu · ||Dx2 ϕ|| · (1 + cst · capp ) · 2n
towards actual implementation.
and (binary-rational) time step τ meeting the
Courant inequatlity τ ≤ νh, we can apply
Difference Schemes in Exact the standard (explicit) difference scheme iterations, treating all coefficients as exact reals.
Real Computation
In this way we get an approximation to the
n
Consider IVP and BVP for systems of PDEs solution with the precision 1/2 .
The coefficients cu , cst and capp were explicof the form
itly expressed in [6] via (derivatives of) ϕ and
∗
Aα = A∗α = const for a particular difference
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scheme for symmetric hyperbolic systems.
See arXiv:1608.05787v4

For the case when Aα (x, u) = Aα (x) and 2017R1E1A1A03071032), and by the Korean
f (t, x) = 0 it is possible to improve the bit Ministry of Science and ICT (grant NRFcost of thus obtained algorithm by applying 2016K1A3A7A03950702.
efficient matrix powering instead of step-bystep iterations [4].
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